
NEW YORK FACES BILLIONS IN CLIMATE COSTS 
BIG OIL WANTS NEW YORKERS TO PAY 

New Yorkers will have to pay tens of billions of dollars to address the climate crisis. 
A 2022 federal report found New York State experienced 51 billion disaster events 
due to the climate crisis from 2000 to 2021—costing the State between $50 to 
$100 billion dollars, and up to $20 billion in 2021 alone. “Super Storm Sandy” 
caused 53 deaths and $19 billion in damages.1  Hurricane Irene devastated the 
state and resulted in ten deaths and over $1.3 billion in damages2 Tropical Storm 
Lee brought drenching rains that resulted in over $1 billion in damages.3 Hurricane 
Ida shattered those records, causing 18 deaths from tragically drowning New 
Yorkers in their own cars and homes.4 
 
And record-setting storms will continue to impact New York. 

 

As The World Heads Toward Climate Catastrophe, 
Big Oil Rakes in Record Profits 
As New York State – and the world – struggles with the ravages of climate change, 
inflation stemming from the global pandemic and the war in Ukraine, the oil 
industry is raking in record profits.5 
 
 

 
 
As seen above, for example, the United States’ biggest oil companies – ExxonMobil and Chevron – each 
more than doubled their profits from 2021 to 2022. ExxonMobil’s $56 billion profit means they made 6.3 
million per hour last year.6  In fact, every company listed with the exception of Marathon Petroleum more 
than doubled its earnings.7 And Marathon’s still rose by 67%.  All told, the companies above pulled in $228 
billion last year, tens of billions of which they used to enrich their stockholders in the form of dividends 
and stock buybacks.8  
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New York State 
will have to pay 

tens of billions of 
dollars to cover 

the damages from 
climate change. 

 
The U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers 
estimates that it 

will costs $52 
billion to protect 
NY Harbor alone. 

 
Oil companies are 

raking in record 
profits. 

 
A Climate Change 

Superfund will 
assess the fossil 
fuel industry $75 

billion over 25 
years and do so 
without raising 
energy costs for 

the public. 
 

 
 

FACTS 



The United Nations Secretary-General António Guterres said it best this year:   
 

“It is immoral for oil and gas companies to be making record profits from the current energy crisis 
on the backs of the poorest, at a massive cost to the climate. This grotesque greed is punishing the 
poorest and most vulnerable people while destroying our only home. The combined profits of the 
largest energy companies in the first quarter of this year are close to $100 billion. I urge 
governments to tax these excessive profits, and use the funds to support the most vulnerable 
people through these difficult times.”9 

 
The Fossil Fuel Industry Is Raking In Profits And Undermined 
Climate Science 
The industry has known for decades that the burning of fossil fuels will lead to the planet heating up. 
Instead of taking responsibility for their business practices, they engaged in a campaign of aggressive 
climate denial. Decades of opposition to environmental protection legislation and international treaties 
has resulted in a climate crisis only dramatic action can help to mitigate. We all learned growing up that 
if you make a mess, you’re responsible for cleaning it up.  It’s time the oil and gas industry learned this 
childhood lesson.  
 

Pass The Climate Change Superfund Act 
Sponsored by Senator Krueger and Assemblyman Dinowitz, the bill forces the industry to do just that. The 
bill requires companies most responsible for greenhouse gas emissions to pay a total of $75 billion over 
25 years for the environmental damage they have done. The funds allow New Yorkers to invest in massive 
infrastructure improvements, upgrade stormwater drainage and sewage treatment systems, prepare the 
power grid for severe weather, create systems to protect people from extreme heat and respond to 
environmental and public health threats.10   

 
For more information contact NYPIRG: Anne Rabe, 518-436-0876 ext. 258, arabe@nypirg.org 
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